
NOVEMBER 2017 UPDATE 
  
Have been spending a lot of time walking round the 4 shopping parades re 
parking. The commuters are being blamed for parking problems, the owners 
of the businesses and their staff are usually the culprits - this was once again 
confirmed to me by our Parking Manager at a parking meeting last Monday  
 
Highway were down to clean the gully The Avenue /bridge on the 9 Nov not 
sure if it has been done, last Monday after heavy rain a very large pool of 
water by the Bridge restaurant. 
 
Highways put a large sign up saying from the 11 Nov for the next 10 weeks 
pavement work would be taking place in Station Approach, the businesses 
were very concerned as this would cover Christmas the busiest time of the 
year. Visited the bulk of businesses to say we are looking into it, emailed, 
thanks to Jeff who straight away took it up with County, found out it was an 
error. 
 
We are concerned about the vandalism in the area - resident had put lights on 
a tree in their front garden, by the evening the wires had been cut. Paving 
stones are being removed, youth late at night are going into Jubilee Woodland 
causing a noise to the neighbours, drugs are also smoked. Drugs found in a 
couple of places in Walton. Expensive vehicle recently stolen from their 
driveway. We don't seem to be getting updates from the police. This has all 
been highlighted to the Police and Crime Commissioner, also our concerns 
that the lights go out at midnight 
 
Am hearing that hedgehogs and foxes are being seen in Shelvers Way, 
residents are asking is this due to the backland development at the end of 
Shelvers Way that has recently started. Have spoken to the planning team, if 
anyone sees badgers in that area please let me know - they are protected 
 
Have attended various health meetings, have highlighted a case with Surrey 
Boarders - a Tadworth lady aged 76 drives every day to Kent (round trip of 4/5 
hours) to visit her son, no room for him in Surrey. The London STP have 
given the go ahead for St Helier and Epsom Hospital Trust to have a public 
consultation next summer re building a new hospital on the Royal Marsden 
site 
 
Been busy with planning applications, we are getting lots. 
 
The Bridge restaurant opened at the weekend, came past tonight quite a few 
people were in there.  It is good to see the station building brought back to life 
thanks to the new owners  
 
Remembrance Sunday - good to see TWRA laying a wreath at the service in 
Banstead 
 
Rachel Turner 
 


